Recently published methods enable training of bitwise neural networks which allow reduced representation of down to a single bit per weight. We present a method that exploits ensemble decisions based on multiple stochastically sampled network models to increase performance figures of bitwise neural networks in terms of classification accuracy at inference. Our experiments with the CIFAR-10 and GTSRB datasets show that the performance of such network ensembles surpasses the performance of the high-precision base model. With this technique we achieve 5.81% best classification error on CIFAR-10 test set using bitwise networks. Concerning inference on embedded systems we evaluate these bitwise networks using a hardware efficient stochastic rounding procedure. Our work contributes to efficient embedded bitwise neural networks.
which employed this training method have so far only analyzed deterministic projections during test-time [4, 5, 15] .
With techniques presented in this paper, we contribute to stochastic inference of bitwise neural networks on hardware. We show that stochastic rounding at test-time improves classification accuracy of networks that were trained with stochastic weight projections (Section 3). Furthermore, we present a method which efficiently realizes stochastic rounding of network weights in a dedicated hardware accelerator (Section 4). We start off with a brief review of the literature on weight discretization (Section 2).
Related Work
Some recent studies have shown that weights (and activations) of DNNs can be discretized to a very low number of quantization levels while maintaining high classification performance [1, 4, 5, 10, 12, 15, 16] . They employ a method which has already been sketched out by [6] . For each iteration of the back-propagation learning algorithm the high-precision weights of the network are projected to discretized values. The discrete weights are used to compute gradient descent based weight updates, which are then applied to the high-precision weights. This method can be used either as a fine-tuning step for several epochs after regular training [1, 10, 12] or from the beginning of the training [4, 5, 15, 16] . [4] has recently introduced clipping followed by stochastic rounding as a method for projecting high-precision to binary (-1, +1) weights. Before, [7] used a similar method but with a relatively large number of discretization levels and presented a neural network hardware accelerator using multiply-accumulate-units for stochastic rounding. Instead, we present a method avoiding multipliers.
Stochastic Inference
Our methods are based on neural networks which are trained with stochastic weight projections. In this section, we show that by applying these projections at test-time, a stochastic ensemble of BNNs can be created whose aggregated classification performance surpasses that of the underlying high-precision floating-point model, while maintaining the benefits of bitwise and multiplierless computations.
Stochastic Network Ensembles
We employ the method introduced in [4] 
Best test-time results in [4] were achieved with the high-precision neural network parameters W . However, discretized values are much better suited for dedicated hardware accelerators, which is why we investigate inference based on W d . One approach is to perform inference at test-time with the same weight discretization projections as in the training procedure. The reasoning behind this is that the network has been optimized for these projections when minimizing the loss function. With Eqn. (1) as projection function, experiments show a high variance in classification accuracy when the projection is performed only once. Ensembles of classifiers can be used to lower the classification variance of the aggregated classification decision. Using multiple stochastic projections W → W d we sample different versions of our neural network and combine their outputs as visualized in Figure 1 . The ensemble classification decision is then taken based on this accumulated network output.
Experimental Results
For the first evaluation of our method, we train a ConvNet on the CIFAR-10 classification dataset [13] , which contains 60 000 images in 32×32 pixel RGB resolution and 10 different classes. We use the setup described in [4] for training, but with sign 3 activation function as in [5] and stochastic ternary weights. The network structure is 128C3-128C3-MP2-256C3-256C3-MP2-512C3-512C3-MP2-1024FC-1024FC-10SVM 4 . After training the model for 500 epochs with hyperparameters from [4] and without any preprocessing or augmentations on the dataset, we select high-precision model parameters which have the lowest error on the validation set. These weights are used to generate multiple instances of the network by rounding the weights stochastically to ternary values (see Section 3.1). Classification error rates on the CIFAR-10 test set based on the ensemble decision for different accumulation lengths, i. e. numbers of ensemble members, are plotted in Figure 2a .
Since classification results are not deterministic in this case, we run the whole experiment 20× and provide mean and standard deviation. In our experiment, a stochastic BNN ensemble with at least four members always performs better than the floating-point reference model, which achieves a classification error of 10.74%. Better classification results can be achieved when the same network is trained with ReLU activation function, binary projections, global contrast normalization and ZCA whitening, as well as augmentations on the training data. We apply a commonly used simple data augmentation method [9] , consisting of a random translation of up to 4 pixels in the image plane and a random flip around the vertical axis. Classification results for this setup using ternary projections at test-time are shown in Figure 2b . The best result of 5.81% was reached with an ensemble of 29 networks. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to report a classification error of less than 6% on the CIFAR-10 benchmark using bitwise neural networks.
In addition, we test our method on the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark dataset [17] . The resulting high-precision network with sign activation leads to 2.19% classification error. For 20 evaluations, a single projected bitwise network results in 2.73% mean error rate (0.092% std.) whereas ensembles of 11 networks reach 1.79% mean error rate (0.042% std.). The best result of 1.63% was achieved with 16 ensemble members.
Interestingly, the mean performance of discretized ensembles reach better classification results than the high-precision base model. We believe that due to the gradient descent optimization of the loss function which is evaluated for discrete values, best results are achieved with projected versions of the base model.
Efficient Stochastic Rounding in Hardware
In order to fully exploit the performance of bitwise neural networks in terms of accuracy, the BNN needs to be evaluated more than once and therefore an efficient integration of a stochastic rounding engine is necessary. Based on the publications [2] and [3] , a simple multiplexer can be used to perform sround(x) (see Eqn. (1)). Assuming the probability of the select signal sel of an N-to-1 multiplexer to route signal in i ∈ {0, 1} to the output is equally distributed, the probability of the output signal out being 1 can be written as
Hence, the probability P (out = 1) is determined by the number of ones at the input in. However, if the probability function P (sel = i) is chosen to be
the probability P (out = 1) is directly related to the input in. Additionally, considering in as a binary coded 5 fractional number ∈ [0, 1) then P (out = 1) ≈ in with a maximum error of 1 2 N . In order to use this technique in hardware, the corresponding signal for sel has to be generated by individual select wires sel j . Whereas [2] considers the N equations (3) as an overdetermined problem and proposes a numerical solution, we present an analytic solution to the problem. There are log 2 (N ) individual select bits sel j with
Bitstreams for sel j with the corresponding frequencies can be generated using a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) in combination with Daalen modulators [18] .
In order to verify the concept of stochastic rounding engines for neural networks using the method presented above, we evaluated the network for road sign recognition with weights stochastically projected in hardware. The results presented in Section 3.2 have been reproduced using this approach.
To take a potential hardware parallelization into consideration, we also performed projections in parallel over the dimension of output features. As the generation of random bitstreams using LFSRs is expensive in terms of energy and hardware resources, we evaluated the classification performance when using a single pseudo random bitstream (PRBS) generator to provide the same select signal for all stochastic rounders (i.e. multiplexers) in the network. We found that relying on a single PRBS generator retains mean classification accuracy. Moreover, the mean network performance is preserved when only a single LFSR is used to generate a random base bitstream which is then subject to different modulations [18] to generate PRBS with appropriate frequencies of 1's (see Eqn. (4)).
Conclusion and Outlook
We investigated bitwise neural networks with stochastically projected weights during inference.
Results show that an ensemble-based decision of multiple versions of such a BNN enhances performance compared to the inference based on the high-precision shadow weights. Furthermore, we presented a hardware efficient stochastic rounding procedure for the first time used on bitwise DNNs. Our results show that this technique can be used for test-time inference enabling efficient hardware implementation in embedded systems.
The methods proposed in [4] and [5] rely on stochastic projections during training. Future research will investigate the integration of our generalized form of stochastic rounding into the training process.
